
                     
MEMO TO:  DigiTech Subcommittee Members                                       September 5, 2019 
 
FROM:  Donna Rasmussen 
 
SUBJECT:  Accessing your Digital Holds:   Cloud Library Holds Report 
 
The following steps will take allow you to produce a holds report for titles your patrons have requested 
from the Cloud Library.  As you will see, the report also provides additional information, as described 
below. 
 
 1.   Sign into cat.yourcloudlibrary.com 
 2.   Under your name/access profile (far right), use the drop-down arrow to choose Administration 
 3.   Using the same drop-down arrow, choose Reports 
 4.   On left of screen, under the Bibliotheca logo, choose Reports (it’s beside the Home option) 
 5.   Under “Select a report”, click on Consortia Group Patron Activity 
 6.   Click on the blue Search box 
 7.   Take note of the grey horizontal box which reads “Drag a column header here to group by that  
       column.”  From the left of the blue header bar directly beneath the grey box, drag up the blue header 
       labeled “Patron Library Name” and place it in the grey box 
 8.   Wait for the data to load, then you will see a 2-page alphabetical listing on which you will find 
       your library 
       NOTE:  The number which appears in parentheses beside your library name is NOT the number 
       of your patron holds.  It is the total number of your current patron Cloud checkouts for all titles. 
 9.   Click on the expansion on the far left of your library’s name; it is a  + in a box 
10.  To sort, click on the blue column header labeled Current Hold Count (per patron library) 
11.  Wait for the data to reload, then click again on the same blue column header as in #10 
       This loads your holds report in descending order by total number of your holds per title 
12.  Expand your report’s page size (see bottom right corner of page 1) by changing the default of 20 
       items per page to the maximum of 100 items per page 
 
This is your holds list, sorted by titles with the highest number of holds to those with the least.  The report 
is long (mine is 5 pages) because it includes additional circ activity data. On my report, holds are 
represented by only 1.5 pages of the 5-page total; the remaining pages show my library’s current circ 
activity. If you wanted to see MAIN’s total numbers, you would click on the “Expand All Groups” option 
above the library names listing (many, many pages). 
 
When you are looking at your library’s titles ONLY, the blue headers can be interpreted as follows: 
 
Stock Library Name  =  library which owns the title (this appears only if you have a patron checkout) 
Current Loans for Stock Library = the number of copies checked out to your patrons from library above 
Current Stock Count (for Stock Library) = the total copies of title owned by the branch which provided 
                                                                     your patron/patrons’ currently borrowed item(s) 
 NOTE:  The report does not show the total number of item copies in the system, probably 
                          because that number would not reflect the access policies which exist for private cloud 
                          item usage by non-owning branches 
Current Hold Count (for group) = total number of holds for this title in MAIN 
Current Hold Count (per patron library) = your library patron holds for the title.  You will note 
                          that many of these line items will show 0 checkouts and, therefore, no stock library name  
 
Feel free to get in touch with questions! 
Donna 


